
 

Sessions 

 Session packages are designed to give value to all clients at different price points by controlling the 

volume of images and services.  They are intended as a guideline.  Our goal is to provide great quality 

irrespective of which package you choose.  You will come away with our authentic, soulful storytelling.  

Sessions will take one to two hours.  Clients will receive files on a thumb drive.  After your selections the 

assignment will be completed within the week.  A package with an album will take additional weeks.       

 

 We target portrait sessions in the categories of: individual and family, headshot/social media 

influencer and wedding/engagement.  Our goal is to enhance your unique qualities in portraiture.    

 

 The individual’s photo session includes: up to 2 hours of photo-taking, all color corrected images, 1 

set of digital retouched image files, one designed, printed album, on location shoot, one outfit and 

unlimited rights usage at a cost of $3099.   

 

 The family photo session includes: up to two hours of photo-taking, all color corrected images, 1 set 

of digital retouched image files, one designed printed album, on location only, one outfit and unlimited 

rights usage at a cost of $3950.  This is designed for a family of 4.     

 

 The headshot/social media influencer photo session includes: up to an hour of photo –taking, 20 

color corrected digital image files, 6 high-end digital retouched image files, in studio shoot, one outfit 

and unlimited rights usage at a cost of $799.  This is a portfolio oriented shoot.                                                               

                                       

 We are proud to offer an engagement/wedding photo-session which includes: up to 2 hours of 

photo-taking at one location of your choice, 10 color corrected digital image files, 6 high end retouched 

image files, one small designed print album, two outfits and unlimited rights usage at a cost of $1799.  

This is a creative photo-shoot.  This package can be expanded to accommodate additional retouched 

images at additional pricing. 

 

 Book an exclusive session with us today. 

authenticportraitsbymaurice@gmail.com 

Authentic Portraits by Maurice photography 
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